Abstract. We construct non-trivial continuous isospectral deformations of Riemannian metrics on the ball and on the sphere in R n for every n ≥ 9. The metrics on the sphere can be chosen arbitrarily close to the round metric; in particular, they can be chosen to be positively curved. The metrics on the ball are both Dirichlet and Neumann isospectral and can be chosen arbitrarily close to the flat metric.
Introduction
To what extent does the spectrum of the Laplacian on a Riemannian manifold determine the geometry of the manifold? The spectrum is known to determine certain global geometric properties such as the dimension, volume and total scalar curvature. Some Riemannian manifolds, such as the round spheres in low dimensions, are known to be uniquely determined by their spectra. Other Riemannian manifolds are known to be infinitesimally spectrally rigid; for example negatively curved metrics on closed manifolds cannot be continuously deformed through a family of isospectral, non-isometric metrics (see [GuK] for the two-dimensional case and [CS] for the general case). On the other hand, numerous examples of isospectral manifolds show that the spectrum does not always uniquely determine the geometry. The main result of this article is the following theorem (see also the somewhat stronger statements of Corollary 3.10 and Remark 3.11):
Theorem. (i) In every dimension n ≥ 8, there exist continuous isospectral deformations of Riemannian metrics on the sphere S
n . The metrics can be chosen to be positively curved; in fact they can be taken to be arbitrarily close to the round metric.
(ii) In every dimension n ≥ 9, there exist continuous isospectral deformations of Riemannian metrics on the ball in R n . The metrics can be chosen arbitrarily close to the flat metric.
The metrics in part (i) of the theorem are the ones induced on the boundary of the ball by the metrics in part (ii). In the case of the balls, we are using the word isospectral to mean that the metrics are both Dirichlet and Neumann isospectral; i.e., the Laplacians acting on functions with Dirichlet or, respectively, Neumann boundary conditions are isospectral.
The metrics on the sphere in (i) provide the first examples of isospectral deformations of positively curved metrics, in marked contrast with the infinitesimal rigidity of negatively curved metrics on closed manifolds. The metrics in the theorem are, to the author's knowledge, the first examples of isospectral deformations of metrics on balls or spheres.
Z. I. Szabo [Sz2] recently gave a method for constructing pairs of isospectral metrics on balls and spheres. Both his technique, which involves a careful analysis of the function spaces, and his examples are distinct from ours.
Prior to 1992, all known isospectral manifolds were locally isometric; they differed only in their global geometry. See, for example, [BGG] , [Bu] , [DG] , [GWW] , [GW1, 2] , [Gt1, 2] , [I] , [M] , [Su] , [V] or the expository articles [Be] , [Br] , [G3] , or [GGt] . These examples reveal various global invariants which are not spectrally determined such as the diameter and the fundamental group.
In the past eight years, many examples of isospectral manifolds with different local geometry have appeared. Szabo (preprint 1992) used explicit computations to construct the first examples of isospectral manifolds with boundary having different local geometry. The later published version [Sz1] also includes closed manifolds, including a pair of isospectral manifolds one of which is homogeneous and the other not. In [G1,2] , the author constructed the first isospectral closed manifolds with different local geometry; the second article uses a method based on Riemannian submersions to prove the isospectrality of the metrics. This method was further developed in the series of papers [GW3] (giving isospectral deformations of manifolds with boundary), [GGSWW] (giving isospectral deformations of closed manifolds), [Sc1] (giving isospectral deformations of simply-connected manifolds), [GSz] (giving, for example, isospectral deformations of negatively curved manifolds with boundary), and [Sc2] (giving, for example, isospectral deformations of left-invariant Riemannian metrics on compact Lie groups). The method produces Riemannian manifolds on which a torus of dimension at least two acts freely by isometries. In order to obtain the deformations in Theorem 0.1, we generalize the technique, weakening the condition that the torus action be free. The beautiful habilitation thesis [Sc2] of Dorothee Schueth provided inspiration.
The paper is organized as follows. In §1, we explain the general technique for proving isospectrality by the use of Riemannian submersions. In §2, we first define the class of metrics to be considered on the sphere and ball and observe that each of the metrics admits an isometric torus action. We then show that the open submanifold given by the union of the principal orbits is foliated by Riemannian manifolds isometric to those studied in the earlier papers [GW3] and [GGSWW] ; this fact is used later in §3 to prove that the metrics in the isospectral families are not isometric. In §3, we construct continuous families of isospectral, non-isometric metrics within the class discussed in §2. A reader who is interested only in the construction of the isospectral deformations and not the proofs can restrict attention to Notation 2.1, 3.1, and 3.2, Theorems 3.3 and 3.5, Proposition 3.9, Corollary 3.10 and Remark 3.11.
The author would like to thank Dorothee Schueth for helpful suggestions and to alert the reader to a follow-up article in preparation by Schueth in which she gives an elegant reformulation of the technique developed here and constructs pairs of isospectral metrics on the 6-sphere. The author would also like to thank the Universidad Nacional de Córdoba, and especially Roberto Miatello and Juan Pablo Rossetti, for their hospitality while this paper was being written. Section 1. Technique for constructing isospectral manifolds with different local geometry.
1.1 Background and Notation. Let T be a torus, let π : M → N be a principal T -bundle and endow M with a Riemannian metric so that the action of T is by isometries. Give N the induced Riemannian metric so that π is a Riemannian submersion. For a ∈ M and X ∈ T a (M ), write
where X v is vertical (i.e., tangent to the fiber at a) and X h is horizontal (i.e., orthogonal to the fiber). Let H a ∈ T a (M ) denote the mean curvature vector at a of the fiber through a. Since T acts by isometries, we have H z(a) = z * H a for all a ∈ M and z ∈ T . Hence H is π-related to a vector fieldH on N . We will refer toH as the projected mean curvature vector field of the submersion.
Berard-Bergery and Bourguignon [BB] gave a decomposition of the Laplacian ∆ M into vertical and horizontal components ∆ M = ∆ v + ∆ h . In the case of functions f on M which are constant on the fibers of the submersion, so f = π * f for some functionf on N , then ∆ v (f ) = 0 and
maps functions on N satisfying Neumann boundary conditions to functions on M satisfying Neumann boundary conditions. Of course, the same is true for Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Remark. In the situation of Notation 1.1, the space π * (C ∞ (N )) of functions on M which are constant on the fibers of the submersion is precisely the space of T -invariant functions. Since T acts by isometries, it follows that π * (C ∞ (N )) is invariant under ∆ M . Except in the case when the projected mean curvature vector fieldH is zero, the operator ∆ N +H on N is not self-adjoint; however, it does have a discrete spectrum since it is similar to the restriction of 
This theorem was proven in [GSz] in the special case that the action of T on M 1 and M 2 is free so that M ′ i = M i . In that case, the hypothesis that the isometryτ K arises from a diffeomorphism τ K between M 1 and M 2 is unnecessary. Earlier versions, used in the papers discussed in the introduction, required that the orbits be totally geodesic.
, and by a Fourier decomposition for this action, we have
whereT consists of all characters on T , i.e., all homomorphisms from the group T to the unit complex numbers, and 
2 by
where τ ker(α) is the map whose existence is hypothesized in the theorem, and set
We will show that Q intertwines the Laplacians of M 1 and M 2 . LetH i consists of those functions constant on the orbits of T . By equation (1.1), the projection
T . In case the manifolds have boundary, this unitary isomorphism carries eigenfunctions of the operator∆ 1 +H
(1) T satisfying either Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions to eigenfunctions of∆ 2 +H (2) T satisfying the same conditions. This unitary isomorphism pulls back to the isomorphismf →f • τ
for smooth functions f ∈ H 1 1 . Thus the map Q [1] defined above intertwines the Laplacians on H 1 and H 2 . In the case of manifolds with boundary, Dirichlet boundary conditions are preserved since τ T is a diffeomorphism. Under the additional hypothesis that For non-trivial α ∈T , the kernel of α is a subtorus K of T of codimension one. The space of all functions on M ′ i constant on the fibers of the submersion π i :
i . Arguing as in the previous paragraph, we see that the restrictions of the Laplacians of M 1 and M 2 to the subspaces H 2 ; it's restriction to this subspace is precisely Q [α] . Thus Q intertwines the Laplacians of M 1 and M 2 . Preservation of the appropriate boundary conditions follows exactly as in the previous paragraph.
Section 2. Construction of the metrics on the ball and sphere
The Lie algebra z of translation invariant vector fields on T is canonically identified with R k . Define a representation ρ : T → SO(2k) of T on R 2k by diagonally embedding T into SO(2k) as the direct product of k copies of the circle SO(2). Thus ρ * : z → so(2k) is a representation of the Lie algebra z. For Z ∈ z, let Z * denote the fundamental vector field on R 2k given by Z * u = ρ * (Z)(u) for u ∈ R 2k . Let z * = {Z * : Z ∈ z}. Given an alternating bilinear map B : R m × R m → z, define g B to be the unique Riemannian metric on R m+2k = R m × R 2k satisfying the following three conditions: (a) the canonical projection (R m × R 2k , g B ) → R m is a Riemannian submersion where the base manifold has the standard Euclidean metric; (b) the metric induced by g B on each fiber R 2k is the standard Euclidean metric; (c) the horizontal space at each point (
Here we are using the canonical identification of T x (R m ) with R m to define B(x, y). The coefficient 1 2 is included for later convenience.) The action ρ of the torus T on R 2k gives rise to an action of T by isometries on (R m+2k , g B ) preserving each fiber. The action is not free. However, T does act freely on the principal orbits; these fill an open dense subset of R m+2k . (ii) Let D, respectively S, denote the closed unit ball, respectively unit sphere, in R m+2k relative to the Euclidean inner product. We continue to denote by g B both the restriction of g B to the bounded domain D and the induced Riemannian metric on S. For z ∈ T , the associated isometry of (R m+2k , g B ) leaves both S and D invariant. Thus T acts by isometries on (D, g B ) and (S, g B ) with the action on the principal orbits being free.
In §3 we will construct continuous families of anti-symmetric bilinear maps B : R m × R m → z so that the associated Riemannian metrics g B on S and on D are pairwise isospectral but not isometric. The isospectrality proof will be an easy consequence of Theorem 1.2. To prepare for the proof in §3 that the deformations are non-trivial, we now give an alternate description of the metric g B .
Notation and Remarks. (i) Denote elements of the torus
T with the structure of a two-step nilpotent Lie group by defining the group multiplication as
We will denote this Lie group by G B . Letting z = R k be the Lie algebra of T , then the Lie algebra g B of G B is given by g B = R m + z with Lie bracket
In particular, z is central and contains the derived algebra. (ii) The projection π : G B → R m gives G B the structure of a principal Tbundle. Let
be the bundle over R m with fiber R 2k associated to this principal T -bundle via the action ρ of T on R 2k defined in 2.1. Elements of E B are equivalence classes [((x,z), u)], with (x,z) ∈ G B and u ∈ R 2k , under the equivalence relation
m is a trivial bundle, E B is diffeomorphic to R m+2k . The left-invariant vector fields on G B define vector fields on the product G B × R 2k which are invariant under the diagonal action of T . Thus they induce vector fields on E B . Define a Riemannian metric on E B so that the projectionπ : E B → R m is a Riemannian submersion, the fibers have the standard Euclidean metric, and the horizontal distribution is given by the space of left-invariant vector fields on G B lying in the subspace R m of g B , viewed as vector fields on E B .
Proposition. In the notation of 2.1 and 2.2, (R
Proof. Define a bundle diffeomorphism τ :
. To see that τ is an isometry between the metric on E B defined in 2.2 and the metric g B on R m+2k , we need only show that τ carries the horizontal space of E B at [((x,z), u)] to that of (R m+2k , g B ) at (x,z · u). Each element u of g B = R m +z defines two vector fields on G B : a left-invariant vector field, which we temporarily denote by the corresponding upper case letter U , and a directional derivative D u given by ignoring the group structure on G B and viewing G B as R m × T . For the central elements z ∈ z of g B , the two vector fields coincide. However, for y ∈ R m , the expression for multiplication in G B given in 2. z·u . Hence τ carries the horizontal space of E B at [((x,z), u)] to that of (R m+2k , g B ) at (x,z · u), so τ is an isometry.
Notation. (i) Left-invariant
Riemannian metrics on the Lie group G B defined in 2.2 correspond to inner products on its Lie algebra g B . Given an inner product h on z, extend h to an inner product on g B by taking the orthogonal direct sum with the standard inner product on R m . Denote by g h the associated left-invariant Riemannian metric on G B . . The projection π : G B → R m is a Riemannian submersion from the metric g h to the canonical metric on R m . Recall that z may be canonically identified with R k . Given a = (a 1 , . . . , a k ) ∈ (R + ) k , define an inner product h a on R k so that the standard basis {Z 1 , . . . , Z k } of R k is orthogonal and so that Z i a = a i , where a is the norm associated with h a . We will write g a to mean g h a .
(ii) Let S r , respectively U r , denote the geodesic sphere, respectively geodesic ball, of radius r in the Euclidean space R m , and let N r (B, h) = π −1 (S r ) and Q r (B, h) = π −1 (U r ) with the Riemannian metrics induced by g h . Thus we have Riemannian submersions π : N r (B, h) → S r and π : Q r (B, h) → U r . In case h is the standard inner product on z = R k , we will write N r (B) and Q r (B), suppressing the name of the inner product.
The manifolds N r (B, h) and Q r (B, h) were studied in [GGSWW] and [GW3] , respectively.
Proposition. We use Notation 2.4. For c ∈ R
+ , the map µ : (G B , g c 2 h ) → (G cB , g h ) given by µ(x,z) = (x, cz) is both an isometry and a Lie group isomorphism. Moreover, µ restricts to isometries N r (B, c 2 h) → N r (cB, h) and Q r (B, c 2 h) → Q r (cB, h).
We omit the elementary proof. We next describe a foliation of the dense open subest S ′ (respectively, D ′ ) of the sphere (respectively, ball) on which T acts freely.
Proposition. Denote elements of R
2k by u = (u 1 , . . . , u k ) with u i ∈ R 2 for each i. Let u ∈ R 2k and let a i = u i , i = 1, . . . , k, where is the Euclidean norm on R 2 . Then: (i) Under the action ρ of T on R 2k defined in 2.1, the orbit of T through u is given by T · u = {v :
Proof. (i) is elementary. For (ii), let τ : E B → (R m+2k , g B ) be the isometry defined in the proof of Proposition 2.3. Then the inverse image of L(a), given by τ −1 (L(a)) = {[((x,z), u)] : (x,z) ∈ G B }, with the Riemannian metric induced by the metric on E B is canonically isometric to (G B , g a ). The final statement of (ii) follows easily.
As a varies, the manifolds S(a) and D(a) foliate S ′ and D ′ , respectively. These foliations will play a key role in the proof of non-triviality of the isospectral deformations in §3. There we will show that any isometry between the metrics on the sphere (respectively, ball) must induce an isometry between the metrics on a suitable leaf. We will then appeal to [GW3] (respectively, [GGSWW] ) to see that the metrics on the leaf are not isometric, thus obtaining a contradiction.
Isospectral deformations
3.1 Notation and Remarks. Let z be a finite-dimensional vector space and B : R m × R m → z an alternating bilinear map. Let , be the standard inner product on R m and h an inner product on z. We then obtain a linear map j : z → so(m) by the condition
for all x, y ∈ R m and all z ∈ z. Conversely, given a linear map j : z → so(m) and an inner product h on z, then equation (3.1) defines an alternating bilinear map B : R m × R m → z. We consider z as in 2.1, so that z is canonically identified with R k . Given j : z → so(m), we let B j : R m × R m → z be the bilinear map associated with j as in equation (3.1), taking h to be the standard inner product on z = R k . We will use the abbreviated notation g j for the Riemannian metric g B j on R m+2k defined in Notation 2.1(i).
Definition. (i) Let z be a vector space. A pair j, j
′ of linear maps from z to so(m) will be called isospectral, denoted j ∼ j ′ , if for each z ∈ z, the eigenvalue spectra, with multiplicities, of j(z) and j ′ (z) coincide; i.e., for each z ∈ z, there exists an orthogonal linear operator A z for which
(ii) Let (z, h) be an inner product space. A pair j, j ′ of linear maps from z to so(m) will be called equivalent, denoted j ≃ j ′ , if there exist orthogonal linear maps A of R m and C of z such that
for all z ∈ z. 
is completely determined by the mean curvature of the torus K · u in R 2k , independently of j.
We omit the straightforward proof of the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We will apply Theorem 1.2. Let (R m+2k ) ′ be the union of the principal orbits for the action of T on R m+2k defined in 2.1. Then T acts freely on (R m+2k ) ′ and for any subtorus K of T , the quotient
′ is the union of the principal orbits for the action ρ of K on R 2k in 2.1 (i.e., for the restriction to K of the action ρ of T ). Let B = B j and B ′ = B j ′ . For x, y ∈ R m , the fundamental vector field B(x, y) * on R 2k , defined as in 2.1, induces a vector field on K\(R 2k ) ′ which we denote byB(x, y). We defineB ′ (x, y) similarly. The metricḡ j on K\(R m+2k ) ′ induced by g j is determined by the following three properties:
(a) the projection K\(R m+2k ) ′ → R m is a Riemannian submersion relative to the canonical metric on the base; (b) the metric on the fibers K\(R 2k ) ′ is the quotient metric induced by the canonical metric on the open subset (R 2k ) ′ of R 2k ; and (c) the horizontal space at (x,ū) ∈ K\(R m+2k ) ′ , where x ∈ R m andū ∈ K\(R 2k ) ′ , is given by {y + 1 2B (x, y)ū : y ∈ T x (R m )}, where we use the canonical identification of T x (R m ) with R m in order to defineB(x, y).
The metricḡ j ′ induced by g j ′ is defined analogously. First consider the case K = T . In this case, the metricsḡ j andḡ j ′ on T \(R m+2k ) ′ are identical. Let M denote either the ball D or the sphere S. Taking τ T to be the identity map on M , then τ T satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2.
Next suppose that K has codimension one in T . Let Z ∈ z be a non-zero vector orthogonal to the Lie algebra k of K. By the hypothesis that j and j ′ are isospectral maps, there exists an orthogonal transformation
for all x, y ∈ R m . Consequently,
for all x, y ∈ R m . From equation (3.2) and the defining properties (a)-(c) of the metricsḡ j and g j ′ , we conclude that the restriction to (R m+2k ) ′ of the diffeomorphism τ K :
Since τ K restricts to the identity on the fibers of the submersion onto R m , Lemma 3.4 shows that it intertwines the mean curvature vector fields for the metrics g j and g j ′ . Now considering the restriction of τ K to either the ball D or the sphere S, we see that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2 holds. Thus the metrics g j and g j ′ viewed either on D or on S are isospectral. The hypothesis holds for generic maps j.
Lemma 3.6. Let j, j ′ : z → so(m) be linear maps. In the notation of 2.4(ii):
(b) If j satisfies the genericity condition in Theorem 3.5 and if
Parts (a) and (b) of the lemma are proven in [GW3] and [GGSWW] , respectively. The genericity condition on j is stated differently in [GGSWW] , Proposition 10. To clarify, let g j = g B j be the Lie algebra with bracket B j defined in 2.2. Any orthogonal linear map α of R m which commutes with all the transformations j(Z), Z ∈ z, extends to an orthogonal automorphism of g j by defining α to be the identity map on z. (Here we are using the word "orthogonal" to mean that α preserves the standard inner product on g j .) Conversely, every orthogonal automorphism of g j which restricts to the identity on z must be of this form. Thus the genericity condition in Theorem 3.5 is equivalent to the condition that there are only finitely many orthogonal automorphisms of g j which restrict to the identity on z. The latter condition is slightly weaker than the genericity condition used in [GGSWW] in that the word "orthogonal" has been inserted. However, a glance at the arguments in [GGSWW] show that only this weaker condition is actually used. 
Proof of Lemma 3.7.
For (x, u) ∈ M with u = (u 1 , . . . , u k ), the T orbit T · (x, u) = (x, T · u) is isometric to the direct product of circles of radii |u 1 |, . . . , |u k |. Thus τ must carry the orbit T · (x, u) to an orbit T · (y, v) such that (|u 1 |, . . . |u k |) = (|v 1 |, . . . |v k |) up to permutation. Since for a as in the lemma, M (a) is the union of all those T -orbits T · (x, u) for which
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that j satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5. Then T is a maximal torus in the full isometry group of (M, g j ).
Proof of Lemma 3.8. The proof of the Lemma will be based on the following analogous statements for the manifolds N r (B j ) and Q r (B j ): (These statements also use the genericity hypothesis on j.) (i) T is a maximal torus in the full isometry group of N r (B j ).
(ii) T is a maximal torus in the full isometry group of Q r (B j ).
(i) was proven in [GGSWW] (see the proof of Proposition 10 there). (ii) can be seen either by a direct argument or by appealing to (i) as follows: Suppose τ is an isometry of Q r (B j ) which commutes with the action of T . Then τ restricts to an isometry of the boundary N r (B j ) also commuting with the action of T . An isometry τ of a connected manifold Q is uniquely determined by its value and differential at a single point. Consequently, it is also determined up to two possibilities by its restriction to any submanifold N of codimension one. Indeed, for p ∈ N , the restriction of τ to N determines both τ (p) and the restriction of τ * p to T p (N ). Since τ * p is an inner product space isometry, it is moreover determined up to sign on the orthogonal one dimensional subspace of T p (Q). (In the special case under consideration in which N is the boundary of Q, τ * p is in fact uniquely determined by its restriction to N .) Consequently (ii) follows from (i).
We now prove the lemma. By Lemma 3.7, τ leaves M (a) invariant and its restriction to M (a) gives an isometry of
Moreover this isometry commutes with the action of T . By 3.1, N r (cB j ) is identical to N r (B cj ). Note that cj also satisfies the genericity hypothesis of Theorem 3.5. Thus by statement (i) or (ii) above, τ |M (a) , is determined up to countably many possibilities modulo composition with elements of T .
We now use an argument similar to the proof of (ii) above to show that τ is determined up to at most two possibilities by its restriction to M (a). Fix a point p of M (a). The tangent space T p (M (a)) has co-dimension k in T p (M ) . First consider the case that M = D. Each of the fundamental vector fields Z * , Z ∈ z, defined in 2.1 is τ invariant since τ commutes with T . Hence τ leaves ∇ Z * Z * invariant for each Z. As Z ranges over z, the vectors ∇ Z * Z * (p) span the orthogonal complement of T p (M (a)) in T p (M ) . Thus τ * p is uniquely determined by its restriction to T p (M (a)) in this case. Next in the case that M = S, we argue the same way, but now the vectors ∇ S Z * Z * (p) span only a (k − 1)-dimensional subspace of T p (S) orthogonal to T p (M (a)). Hence from the restriction of τ to M (a), we know the restriction of τ * p to a subspace of co-dimension one in T p (S). As in the proof of statement (ii) above, τ * p is determined up to sign on the orthogonal one dimensional subspace. Thus τ is determined up to at most two choices by its restriction to M (a). The lemma follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. Suppose τ : (M, g j ) → (M, g j ′ ) is an isometry. Then it must conjugate the maximal torus T in the isometry group of (M, g j ) to that in the isometry group of (M, g j ′ ). We conclude that the maximal torus in the isometry group of (M, g j ′ ) has the same dimension as T , so T itself is a maximal torus. Since any two maximal tori in the isometry group are conjugate, we may assume, after composing τ with an isometry of (M, g j ′ ) , that τ conjugates the torus T in the isometry group of (M, g j ) to the torus T in the isometry group of (M, g j ′ ). Thus the isometry τ carries T orbits to T orbits. By Lemma 3.7, it follows that N r (cB j ) (or Q r (cB j )) is isometric to N r (cB j ′ ) (respectively, to Q r (cB j ′ )). From [GGSWW] (respectively, [GW3] ), we conclude that j ≃ j ′ .
3.9 Proposition [GW3] . Let z be an inner product space with dim(z) = 2, and let m be any positive integer other than 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6. The families of isospectral, inequivalent j-maps may be parameterized so that j depends smoothly on the parametrization. Although the proposition does not give any information when m = 6, a specific example of a smooth family of isospectral, inequivalent j-maps was given in [GW3] when m = 6.
Corollary. There exist continuous families of isospectral, non-isometric
Riemannian metrics on the ball of dimension n and on the sphere of dimension n − 1 for each n ≥ 9. The metrics depend smoothly on the parameter. Given ǫ > 0, the metrics on the ball can be chosen so that the sectional curvature K satisfies |K| < ǫ and the metrics on the sphere can be chosen so that 1 − ǫ < |K| < 1 + ǫ. In particular, there exist isospectral deformations of positively curved metrics.
Proof. One of the defining properties of the Zariski set O m in [GW3] is that the elements j satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 3.5. This condition also holds for the specific example in which m = 6. Thus the first statement of the corollary follows immediately from Theorems 3.3 and 3.5. For the curvature statement, fix j and consider the family of metrics g cj , c ∈ R + , on R m+2k . (See Notation 2.1 and 3.1). As c → 0 + , this family of metrics converges to the Euclidean metric on R m+2k , and the induced family of metrics on S converges to the round metric. Given a smooth family {j t } of isospectral, inequivalent maps, then {cj t } is also an isospectral family of inequivalent maps for any c ∈ R + . By taking c small enough, we can obtain any desired curvature bounds for the metrics associated with cj t for all t in a compact subset of the parameter space.
3.11 Remarks. We have actually shown that for each j in the Zariski open set O m in Proposition 3.9 and for each c > 0, the Riemannian metric g cj on the ball, respectively sphere, in R m+4 lies in a continuous d-parameter family F (cj) of isospectral, non-isometric metrics, where d is at least of order O(m 2 ). Moreover, as c → 0 + , the metric g cj converges to the flat, respectively round, metric.
